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ADR1-3HDUP600_MSATA - ADR HD-Producer L600, portable, 3 Targets, incl.
mSATA Adapter

from 1.025,16 EUR
Item no.: ADR1-3HDUP600_MSATA

shipping weight: 5.00 kg
Manufacturer: ADR AG

Product Description
ADR HD-Producer L600, portable, 3 Targets, incl. mSATA Adapter
The L600 series is the first SSD/HDD copier that is flexibly extendable and supports various formats. By means of the professional "Free-Chain Technology", the L600 isnt a simple
3-target-copier, but can be connected to up to 30 other L600s to copy to 119 targets simultaneously. The single L600s are connected via high-speed Thunderbolt. The transfer rate
is 12 times faster than Firewire 800 and 20 times faster than USB 2.0.
This new model features 3 different copy modes: "Quick Copy", "All Partitions" und "Whole HDD".
If you are using a large hard drive of 2 TB that contains only 200 GB of data, the "Quick Copy" mode can help you to reduce the copy time from 5.6 hours to 33 minutes. The empty
storage space will not be copied. However, this mode can only be used with known formats. Known formats are: FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, Linux (EXT2/EXT3/EXT4).
DoD Erase Function:
Using this erase function, you can easily and safely erase your hard drive. The hard drive will be completely overwritten several times to ensure that no data can be reconstructed.
It is also possible to use hard drives of different capacities, but the target hard drives have to be at least as big as the master hard drive.
Ultrafast Compare Function:
Using the "Compare" function, you can compare the hard drives bit by bit after the copying procedure to ensure that your data was transferred completely.
Easy operation for everyone:
The operation of the device is easy and doesnt require much effort. You only have to connect the systems to a power supply, interconnect them via cables and control them using
the 4 buttons. It couldnt be easier!

● Material: Metal case / black
● Features: Standalone system (no PC required), "Free-Chain Technology" (up to 30 systems can be connected together)
● Copy speed: 65 MB / sec.
● Copy modes: Quick Copy (system & files), All Partitions, Whole HDD
● Power supply: 12 V, 9 A adapter
● Weight: 1 kg
● Capacity: Up to 3 TB
● Supported languages: English, Japanese, Chinese
● Display: Monochrome LCD
● Control buttons: 4 (Up, Down, Esc, OK)
● Certifications: CE, FCC, RoHS
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